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Project: Highways Agency Spatial Planning Arrangement Job No: 60217363 

Subject: A52 – Land at Toton Lane Date: 22
nd

 February 2012 

HA ref: EM 83.02 11/12 Task: 2018 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This Technical Note reviews MVA Technical Note 3 dated 13
th
 February 2012 and a subsequent email 

received from Stuart Dunhill of BWB Consulting dated 23
rd

 February 2012. Both documents respond to 

AECOM Technical Note 2 which reviewed a Local Model Validation Report (LMVR) dated 18
th
 January 

2012 prepared in respect of a proposed mixed use development on land west of Toton Lane. AECOM 

TN2 noted several concerns with the model in relation to the network changes which had been made 

and the flow sets which had been used to calibrate and validate the model. For clarity, AECOM’s 

response has been provided under the same headings used by MVA in TN3. 

 

2. Bardills and Bramcote Island Junctions 

 

The HA have previously emphasised the importance of accurately modelling flows at the A52 Bardills 

and Bramcote Islands junctions. However, AECOM TN2 noted some discrepancies between the 

observed and modelled flows in the LMVR and appendices and clarification was therefore sought from 

MVA.  

 

MVA TN3 states that the discrepancies are largely attributable to the different PCU factors used by 

AECOM. The factors contained in the GNTM have now been provided and the differences between the 

flows presented are now less than 34 pcu across each junction which MVA state is attributable to the 

junction being ‘exploded’ in the SATURN network. AECOM agree that the modelled flows at Bardills 

Roundabout acceptably replicate observed flows. However, there is a significant difference between the 

peak hour modelled A52 West exit movement from Bramcote Island which is 110 pcus lower in the AM 

peak and 177 pcus lower in the PM peak in Appendix B compared to the LMVR figures. The reasons for 

this discrepancy should be explained by MVA. 

 

As requested, MVA have also provided details of the 2008 modelled slip road counts at M1 J25. The 

modelled and observed flows all differ by less than 32% and are not considered comparable due to the 

observed surveys being undertaken in 2010 post-widening of the M1 between J25 and J28. 

 

3. Points of Clarification 

 

IN TN2, AECOM raised concerns over some of the network changes which had been made to the 

model, as discussed below. 

 

Signal Timings 

AECOM TN2 raised concerns that tweaking signal timings which were shown to restrict capacity would 

lead to unrealistic operation if the SATURN model was coded using signal specifications provided by the 

local highway authority. MVA TN3 states that the signal timings were supplied as MOVA log files but 

SATURN is based on fixed stage coding. Therefore where signal times have been amended in response 

to the SATURN warning about capacity being exceeded for a particular movement, all stage times have 

been kept within the range prescribed in the MOVA log. This approach is accepted by AECOM. 

 

 

Strategic Traffic Routing via B6540 
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AECOM TN2 queried the routing of some long distance traffic from the A50 to Nottingham which was 

reassigned from the B6540 to the A453. AECOM considered this to be unrealistic as this route is 

currently very congested.  In their response, MVA state that steps were taken to reduce demand on the 

B6540 following a new traffic count undertaken at the B6540 / A6005 roundabout at Long Eaton which 

showed pre-matrix estimation flows on the B6540 were too high. This has been achieved by reducing 

speeds on the B6540 and reassigning traffic which was routing to M1 J25 after it was noted that 

modelled flows on the M1 J24 northbound off-slip were lower than recorded by counts. BWB have also 

confirmed that the base model does not include dualling of the A453 and that this will only be included in 

the future year testing scenario. AECOM accept that the amendments made by MVA are reasonable. 

 

Use of Non-Standard Flows 

AECOM TN2 noted that several junctions which had previously been coded with ‘non-standard’ 

saturation flows were recoded with MVA standard sat-flows but that no information had been provided to 

demonstrate that the revised saturation flows were representative. MVAs response states that the 

changes were made to priority junctions which were found to have higher than normal right turn 

saturation flows to bring them in line with similar neighbouring junctions. This is accepted by AECOM. 

 

Traffic Counts 

AECOM previously stated that they would be cautious over the use of the additional manual turning 

counts collected in July 2011 for validation purposes as they were collected in a non-neutral month. 

BWB have confirmed that the three traffic surveys were undertaken on Thursday 7
th
 July 2011 which 

was well before the school holidays which began on 25
th
 July in Nottinghamshire and 22

nd
 July in 

Derbyshire. However, traffic flows are lower in July regardless of actual holiday dates and this has been 

recognised by MVA who have converted flows to a neutral month. AECOM accept that the flows should 

therefore be representative,  

 

4. Conclusions 

 

Overall, AECOM are satisfied that the model acceptably replicates operation of the A52 Bardills and 

Bramcote Island junctions, though AECOM would like to understand the reasons for the discrepancy in 

the peak hour modelled flows on the A52 West exit movement. Notwithstanding these comments, MVA 

TN3 confirms that future year flows will be sense checked against observed count data and the Select 

Link Analysis of development trips will be presented in the future year testing report. This will enable 

MVA to conduct sensitivity testing outside of the model, as previously requested by the Agency. 

 

5. Recommendation 

 

It is recommended that a copy of this note is forwarded to the LPA and MVA so they may take note of 

the issues raised. 
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